Analysis of alphoid DNA variation and kinetochore size in human chromosome 21: evidence against pathological significance of alphoid satellite DNA diminutions.
Centromeric alpha satellite DNA sequences are linked to the kinetochore CENP-B proteins and therefore may be involved in the centromeric function. The high heterogeneity of size of the alphoid blocks raises the question of whether small amount of alphoid DNA or "deletion" of this block may have a pathological significance in the human centromere. In the present study, we analysed the correlation between size variations of alphoid DNA and kinetochore sizes in human chromosome 21 by molecular cytogenetic and immunochemical techniques. FISH analyses of alpha satellite DNA sizes in chromosome 21 homologues correlated well with the variation of their physical size as determined by pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE). By contrast, the immunostaining study of the same homologous chromosomes with antikinetochore antibodies suggested that there is no positive correlation between the alpha satellite DNA block and kinetochore sizes. FISH analysis of chromosome 21-specific alphoid DNA and immunostaining of kinetochore extended interphase chromatin fibers indicate that centromeric kinetochore-specific proteins bind to restricted areas of centromeric DNA arrays. Thus, probably, restricted regions of centromeric DNA play an important role in kinetochore formation, centromeric function and abnormal chromosome segregation leading to non-disjunction.